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Abstract. A real-time system is proposed to quantitatively assess speaking man-
nerisms and social behavior from audio recordings of two-person dialogs. Speak-
ing mannerisms are quantitatively assessed by low-level speech metrics such as
volume, rate, and pitch of speech. The social behavior is quantified by sociomet-
rics including level of interest, agreement, and dominance. Such quantitative mea-
sures can be used to provide real-time feedback to the speakers, for instance, to
alarm to speaker when the voice is too strong (speaking mannerism), or when the
conversation is not proceeding well due to disagreements or numerous interrup-
tions (social behavior). In the proposed approach, machine learning algorithms
are designed to compute the sociometrics (level of interest, agreement, and domi-
nance) in real-time from combinations of low-level speech metrics. To this end, a
corpus of 150 brief two-person dialogs in English was collected. Several experts
assessed the sociometrics for each of those dialogs. Next, the resulting annotated
dialogs are used to train the machine learning algorithms in a supervised man-
ner. Through this training procedure, the algorithms learn how the sociometrics
depend on the low-level speech metrics, and consequently, are able to compute
the sociometrics from speech recordings in an automated fashion, without further
help of experts. Numerical tests through leave-one-out cross-validation indicate
that the accuracy of the algorithms for inferring the sociometrics is in the range
of 80-90%. In future, those reliable predictions can be the key to real-time so-
ciofeedback, where speakers will be provided feedback in real-time about their
behavior in an ongoing discussion. Such technology may be helpful in many con-
texts, for instance in group meetings, counseling, or executive training.

1 Introduction

In recent years, human behavior has gained much attention in the information sciences
community. Specifically, automatic analysis of human behavior has become a major
research topic, because of its important potential applications and its scientific chal-
lenges. Human behavior involves various patterns of actions and activities, attitudes,
affective states, social signals, semantic descriptions, and contextual properties [1]. A
promising approach to human behavior understanding is to apply pattern recognition
and modeling techniques to automatically and objectively deduce various aspects hu-
man behavior from different kinds of recordings and measurements, e.g., audio and
video recordings [2].

Speech analysis is one of the most common ways to analyze human behavior.
Speaking mannerisms are a direct manifestation of human behavior, and play a vital role
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for the meetings to be pleasant, productive, and efficient [3]. If speaking mannerisms
become mutually compatible and aligned, the meetings are more likely to be produc-
tive [4]. Appropriate feedback on speaking mannerisms and behavior during conversa-
tions may help to improve communications skills. This is especially true for real-time
feedback, which allows the speaker to adjust on the fly.

In this paper, we aim to develop real-time algorithms to automatically quantify a
variety of speaking mannerisms and social behavior in two-person dialogs for real-time
sociofeedback (see Fig.1). Quantitative measures can provide a comprehensive picture
of the behavior of participants in dialogs. In the following, we will briefly review related
studies, and will highlight the novelties and contributions of this paper.

Fig. 1. System Overview. The system records audio data, computes several conversational and
prosodic features, and from those features, computes levels of interest, agreement and dominance
via SVM.

Several recent studies consider modeling and automatic detection of personality
traits, social relations and social roles etc from speech recordings [5-14]. In [12-13],
several efforts have been made in automatic detection of speaker traits, social signals,
conflict, emotions etc from short clips. Also automatic detection of interest or activity
levels in multi-party dialogs has recently been explored [15-16]. The concept of hot-
spots is introduced in [16] to identify periods of high interest in meeting recordings.
In [17], emphasis and interest in conversations is inferred from speech pitch. Further-
more, in [18] a PDA-based system is proposed to extract interest levels in conversations.
Interest level has also been investigated in computer-assisted learning [19]. Similarly,
detection of agreement has been investigated in meeting scenarios such as broadcast
conversations [20-23]. In most of those studies, the proposed algorithms are evalu-
ated on the annotations from the ICSI corpus [22]. Dominance and similar concepts
like emerging leader have been investigated in a similar manner. In social psychology,
dominance is usually interpreted either as a personality characteristic or in relation to
the hierarchical position of an individual within a group [24]. In [25-26], methods are
proposed that detect dominance in multi-party dialogs in an automated fashion from
non-verbal audio and visual cues.

The current studies on automated behavioral analysis of dialogs have the following
limitations:

– In most studies, only one aspect of social behavior in dialogs is considered, e.g.,
dominance or activity level [15-25].

– Most of the recent literature only considers two levels of social behavior, e.g., active
vs. non-active, or dominant vs. non-dominant [15, 19, 25, 26]. However, there have
been studies that perform multi-level classification of personality traits, interest,
conflict etc from short clips of 10-30s using lexical features [11-13].
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– Typically, the speech corpus used for analysis and testing purposes is limited in
scope, and mostly contains a specific kind of dialog, e.g. broadcast shows [9-11,
15-23, 26]. In most dialogs analyzed so far, the speakers tend to cooperate and the
conversations proceed smoothly. Problematic scenarios such as conflicts, disagree-
ments and boredom have received little attention [12].

In this paper, we introduce the following contributions and novelties:

– We consider multiple aspects of behavior in dialogs simultaneously, including a
variety of speaking mannerisms (e.g., volume, pitch, and rate of speech) and social
behavior (interest, agreement, dominance).

– Instead of binary classification of behavior (e.g., dominant vs. non-dominant), we
consider multi-level classification (low, slightly low, normal, slightly high, high).
As a result, the proposed system provides more refined feedback.

– We have collected a novel annotated speech corpus, in English, that spans a wide
range of brief dialogs, including also problematic situations such as conflicts and
disagreements, periods of boredom, aggressive behavior, or poorly delivered speech
(e.g., low voice or fast pace). The length of each recording is relatively long (2-3
minutes) as compared to other corpora [13-14, 22]. The 2-3 minute conversations
provide overall sense of sociometrics and hence are useful in studying the design
of appropriate sociofeedback. Each dialog in the corpus has been assessed by at
least 5 people with regard to speaking mannerisms and social behavior (interest,
agreement, dominance).

– The proposed automated algorithms have low computational complexity and can
readily be used in real-time. Therefore, they can provide feedback while the dialog
is still ongoing. Sociofeedback can be provided via many platforms, for example,
smartphones, voice over IP (e.g., Skype), or humanoid robots (e.g., Nao robot).

– Our objective in the long term is to provide real-time feedback on social behavior
in dialogs, for training purposes and also for therapy of psychiatric patients with
deficits in social behavior.

Specifically, we propose the following approach. First, low-level speech cues are
extracted from the audio recordings, e.g., volume, rate, and pitch of speech. We apply
feature selection methods such as Information Gain (IG) and Correlation-based Feature
Selection (CFS) to determine the most relevant low-level speech cues for quantifying
social behavior [27-28]. We then train machine learning algorithms such as support
vector machines (SVM) [29] with those features as inputs, to quantify certain aspects
behaviors, i.e., level of interest, agreement, and dominance. We collected and annotated
a new speech corpus to train the machine learning algorithms. Through this training
procedure, the algorithms learn how the three sociometrics (level of interest, agreement,
and dominance) depend on the low-level speech metrics, and consequently, are able to
compute the sociometrics from speech recordings in an automated fashion in real-time,
without further help of experts. The real-time sociometrics can be helpful to provide
feedback to participants in dialogs.

In this paper, we limit ourselves to behavior detection of face-to-face two-person
conversations. In the future, we intend to scale our system towards small-group inter-
actions. We also plan to incorporate visual cues alongside, in order to attain more de-
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tailed sociometrics. The ultimate goal is not limited to feature selection/pattern recog-
nition/classicification but development of a system that can provide sociofeedback for
different types of social interactions, e.g. job interviews, business meetings, or group
discussions [30].

The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we describe the collected speech
corpus and our experimental setup. In Section 3, we elaborate on the low-level speech
metrics. In Section 4, we specify the sociometrics, and explain our machine learning
approach to automated prediction of sociometrics. In Section 5 we offer concluding
remarks, and suggest several topics for future research.

2 Speech corpus

The newly collected speech corpus contains 150 two-person conversations, each at least
2.5-3 minutes long. Consequently, the dataset consists of 300 individual audio record-
ings in total. The total number of individuals participating in the corpus is 22, of which
17 are males and 5 are females. The participants are students of Nanyang Technological
University (NTU). The age of the students is from 18 to 30 (M=25, SD=1.20). The top-
ics of conversations ranged from discussion of assignments, projects of students, to so-
cial and political views. In some of the dialogs, there are problematic situations such as
conflicts and disagreements, periods of boredom, aggressive behavior, or poorly deliv-
ered speech (e.g., low voice or fast pace). In the following, we discuss how we recorded
the corpus, and how it has been annotated.

2.1 Experimental Procedure

The following section explains the procedure of experiment in detail:

1. First, we setup the recording system properly. We adopt easy-to-use portable equip-
ment for recording conversations; it consists of lapel microphones for each of the
two speakers and an audio H4N recorder that allows multiple microphones to be
interfaced with the computer. The audio data is recorded in brief consecutive seg-
ments and sent to a central server running MATLAB. The speech is saved in a
2-channel audio .wav file in order to allow precise computation of overlap-related
features such as interruptions.

2. The two participants sit about 1.5m apart so that each microphone only records
the voice of the respective participant, and there is no interference from the other
participant.

3. We attach the microphones to the participants in proper manner, in order to obtain
a high-quality recording.

4. We brief the participants about the experiment. We provide them a list of topics
that they can choose from. The two participants are asked to agree on a topic for
the subsequent discussion. The topics of discussion range from small talk to heated
debates on sports, politics, etc. We selected the topics of discussion carefully in
order to evoke a variety of behaviors.

5. Only the two participants remain in the meeting room. The recording system is
controlled remotely through a wireless connection.

6. We start the recording via a laptop remotely connected to the server.
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7. We monitor the conversation remotely for about 2.5-3 minutes at least, without any
interruption. Participants are allowed to talk as long as they wish. As the partici-
pants do not need to keep track of time, they can freely engage in the conversation.

2.2 Manual Annotation

Each audio recording in the corpus is annotated by a pool of at least 5 people (“judges”).
There were 14 judges in total, each assessing a subset of the corpus. For each audio
recording, the judges completed a questionnaire (see Table 1) related to speaking man-
nerisms and behavioral aspects of each participant. The responses range from 1 (low)
to 5 (high). For example, if a participant seems bored, his interest level is annotated as
“low”; in contrast, if the participant seems excited, then the interest level is assessed as
“high”. Table 2 shows the standard deviation of the annotations for the different values
of each metric. As can be seen from that table, the standard deviation remains low for
most of the classes, suggesting there is no large disparity among the judges. However,
for certain classes the standard deviation is a little high.

Assessment of Speech Mannerism
This person was too loud.
This person was not audible.
This person screamed at other participants.
This person spoke too fast.
This person spoke too slow.
This person stuttered while speaking.
The speech clarity was satisfactory.
This person spoke in a monotonic way.
This person is not responsive.
This person interrupted the other participant(s).
Assessment of Social Behavior
This person seemed to be actively engaged in the conversation.
This person seemed to agree with what other person has to say.
This person seemed to be the dominant of the two.

Table 1. Questionnaire for sociometric assessment.

Category Low Slightly Low Normal Slightly High High
Interest 0.71 0.96 1.10 1.15 0.63

Agreement 0.63 0.84 0.74 0.92 0.64
Dominance 0.54 1.03 0.51 0.67 0.57

Table 2. Standard deviation of manual annotation by multiple judges, for each level of interest,
agreement, and dominance. “Low” corresponds to an average score below 1.5, “slighly low” is
associated with an average score between 1.5 and 2.5, and so on.
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3 Inferring Speech Mannerisms from Speech Cues

We consider two types of low-level speech metrics: conversational and prosody re-
lated cues. The conversational cues account for who is speaking, when and how much,
while the prosodic cues quantify how people talk during their conversations. Non-verbal
speech cues play a significant role in group conversations [9-11]. In the following, we
briefly review the conversational and prosodic cues that we consider in this study. Then
we explain how we infer speaking mannerisms from those cues.

3.1 Conversational Cues

In order to compute the conversational features, we first perform speech detection by
means of a hidden Markov model (HMM) that uses energy-independent features [31].
This approach to speech detection is robust to low sampling rates, significant levels
of noise, and variations in the distance between speaker and microphone. The speech
detection algorithm works in real-time. The time taken for 2-3 min dialog takes 5-8
seconds on a laptop with 2GHz dual-core processor and 2GB RAM. Once the audio
signals have been segmented in periods of speech and without speech, we compute the
following conversational cues: the number of natural turns, speaking percentage, mutual
silence percentage, turn duration, interjections, interruptions, failed interruptions, and
response time (see Fig.2).

Fig. 2. Illustration of turn-taking, interruption, failed interruption, and interjection. Those conver-
sational cues are derived from the binary speaking status (speaking vs. non-speaking). Periods of
speaking and non-speaking are indicated in black and white respectively [30].

3.2 Prosodic Cues

We consider the following prosodic cues: amplitude, larynx frequency (F0), formants
(F1, F2, F3), and mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCCs); those cues are extracted
from 30ms segments at a fixed interval of 10ms. Those cues fluctuate rapidly in time.
Therefore, we compute various statistics of those cues over a time period of several
seconds, including minimum, maximum, mean and entropy, in order to assess speaking
mannerisms.
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3.3 Speech Mannerism

From the speech cues, we assess a variety of speech mannerisms in real-time. This
quantitative information can be provided to the speaker as feedback about an ongoing
dialog. Specifically, we aim to detect the following speech mannerisms: the speech vol-
ume is too low/high, the speaker is screaming, the speech rate is too low/high, and the
speaker is taking too much time to respond. The system monitors relevant speech cues
for each speech mannerism (see Table 3), and checks whether any cue is abnormally
low or high. For instance, low (high) speech volume is detected when the speech signal
volume is below (above) a certain threshold. Likewise, fast speaking is detected when
the speech rates is above a certain threshold. In order to set those thresholds, we an-
alyze short clips of speech of approximately 10s each. From the scores provided by
the judges, we can define speech mannerisms. For instance, when the average score for
“This person was too loud” is 4.5 or higher, the speaker is considered to be speaking
too loud. Similarly, when the average score for “This person spoke too slow” is 4.5 or
higher, the speaker is considered to be speaking too slow.

Speech Mannerism Corresponding Feature(s) Detection Rate(%)
Low Voice Mean Volume 88
High Voice Mean Volume 90

Low Speech Rate Speech Rate 76
High Speech Rate Speech Rate 78

Screaming Mean Volume, Mean MFCCs 92
Long Response Time Response Time 96

Table 3. Prediction level for speech mannerisms.

As we mentioned earlier, in order to detect such mannerisms from the speech cues,
we choose certain thresholds. For example, according to the annotations of the speech
corpus, a volume level below 30dB is perceived as too silent, and a volume level of
above 80dB is usually considered too loud. We select the values of the thresholds such
that the false-alarm rate is about 5%.

Speech Mannerism Low Normal High Classified as

Volume
22 2 0 Low
3 36 2 Normal
0 2 18 High

Speech Rate
19 1 0 Low
6 23 3 Normal
0 1 17 High

Table 4. Confusion matrix for speech mannerisms: speech volume and rate.

It is noteworthy that the speech cues can be computed in real-time. That also holds
for detecting speech mannerism from those cues. Therefore, if any of these speech cues
fall above or below a certain threshold, then the system can provide feedback in real-
time to the participant. For instance, if the speech volume is too high, the system can
inform the participant to lower the voice and vice versa.
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Speech Mannerism True False Classified as
Screaming 23 2 True

2 48 False
Long Response Time 19 2 True

1 48 False

Table 5. Confusion matrix for speech mannerisms: screaming and long response time.

Our results are summarized in Table 3-5. In Table 3, we list the sensitivity (detection
rate) of the threshold-based detector for different speech mannerisms. Tables 4-5 show
the confusion matrices for the classification of speech mannerisms. Overall, the results
suggest that basic speech mannerisms can be detected accurately from speech cues.

4 Sociometrics

In this section, we describe how we quantify social behavior in dialogs. Specifically,
we compute three sociometrics: level of interest, agreement, and dominance. Those
sociometrics are inferred from combinations of speech cues. First we discuss how we
can assess the relevance of the different speech cues for the three sociometrics. Next
we explain how we infer the sociometrics in an automated fashion from selected speech
cues.

4.1 Feature Selection

The speech cues tend to be highly correlated with some sociometrics, and totally un-
correlated with others. Consequently, it is crucial to select appropriate speech cues in
order to predict the sociometrics. We apply two feature selection algorithms, viz. Infor-
mation Gain (IG) and Correlation-based Feature Selection (CFS) [27-28], to determine
the most relevant features for inferring each of the three sociometrics. In the following,
we briefly review these two methods.

Information gain is one of the simplest of the attribute ranking algorithms. If A is a
particular feature and C is the class (one of the 5 values of the sociometric), then the en-
tropy H(C) and H(C|A) of the class before and after observing the feature respectively
can be written as:

H(C) =− ∑
c∈C

p(c) log2 (p(c)) , (1)

H(C|A) =− ∑
a∈A

p(a) ∑
c∈C

p(c) log2 (p(c)) . (2)

The amount by which the entropy of a particular class decreases is a measure of to
the amount of information about the class provided by the feature, and is referred as
information gain. Hence each feature Ai can be scored by means of its information
gain [23]:

IGi = H(C)−H(C|Ai) = H(Ai)−H(Ai|C) = H(Ai)+H(C)−H(Ai,C). (3)

Correlation feature selection (CFS), on the other hand, evaluates subsets of features
rather than individual features. This method accounts for the usefulness of individual
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Category Feature Info Gain CFS Subset Merit

Interest

Speaking % 1.130 0.718
Turn Duration 0.564 0.540
Mutual Silence 0.468 0.392

Volume 0.420 0.312
Response Time 0.392 0.192

Agreement

Interruptions 0.888 0.605
Total Overlap 0.508 0.400

Mutual Silence 0.227 0.191
Larynx Frequency (F0) 0.212 0.166

Volume 0.167 0.218

Dominance
Speaking % Difference 1.079 0.783

Turns Difference 0.695 0.540

Table 6. Information gain and CFS subset merit of the features used for optimal classification.

features for predicting the class along with the level of inter-correlation between them.
The CFS subset merit is high when the features in the subset are highly correlated with
the class, and have low inter-correlation with each other. CFS subset merit is calculated
as:

MeritS =
kr̄c f√

k+ k(k−1)r̄ f f
, (4)

where MeritS is the heuristic merit of a feature subset S containing k features, r̄c f is
the average feature-class correlation whereas r̄ f f is the average feature-feature inter-
correlation [27].

Table 6 shows the results the Information Gain and CFS subset Merit for feature sets
that yield best classification results. Usually the feature-sets include many features [32].
However, in such approach it becomes unclear what the key factors are, as the classi-
fiers have many features as input. In this work, the feature-set for classification is kept
small so that in future the system could be implemented for real-time sociofeedback
on smartphones and humanoid robots etc. The table indicates that speaking percentage,
turn duration, mutual silence percentage, volume, and response time are useful features
for inferring the interest level; difference of turns and speaking percentage are good
features for quantifying dominance; whereas interruptions, overlap, mutual silence per-
centage, volume, and F0 are relevant for quantifying agreement.

4.2 Multi-Class Classification

The sociometrics, including level of interest, agreement, and dominance, can take five
values (1, 2, . . . , 5). That value is estimated from relevant speech cues (cf. Table 6).
Specifically, we view this problem as multi-class classification, where the number of
class equal five.

We train multi-class classifiers in a supervised manner using the newly collected
speech corpus. The (rounded) average score provided by the judges serve as label for
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Fig. 3. 5-class classification performance for kNN, ANN, SVM, and naive Bayes.

supervised learning. We consider four kinds of multi-class classifiers: k-nearest neigh-
bor, Artificial Neural Network (ANN), Naive Bayes, and SVM [29, 33-35]. The 5-class
classification performance of these four algorithms for each sociometric is summarized
in Fig.3. The classification performance is computed by leave-one-out crossvalidation
i.e. each sample n is classified by all of the instances in the training set N other than n
itself, so that almost all of the data is available for each classification attempt. As can
be seen from Fig.3, the SVM performs better than the three other classifiers for all three
sociometrics. The confusion matrices obtained by SVM for level of interest, agreement
and dominance are displayed in Table 7. As can be seen from Fig.3 and Table 7, the
values of the sociometrics can be inferred reliable from the speech cues by SVM.

Now we will briefly address the computational complexity of our approach. It takes
approximately 5 seconds to train each SVM, 5-10 seconds to compute the speech detec-
tion and speech cues from 2-3 min dialogs, and less than a second to perform multi-class
classification by SVM. In order to infer sociometrics, the speech cues need to be calcu-
lated, followed by classification. The total time required for inferring the sociometrics
from a 2-3 min dialog is therefore about 5-10 seconds using 2GB dual-core processor
and 2GB RAM. Consequently, the sociometrics can be inferred in real-time, and as a re-
sult, they maybe used to provide feedback to the speakers in real-time, while the dialog
is ongoing.

5 Discussion and Conclusion

In this paper, we presented a novel approach towards comprehensive real-time analysis
of speech mannerism and social behavior. Using low-level speech metrics, we quanti-
fied speech mannerisms and sociometrics, i.e., interest, agreement and dominance of
the speaker. We collected a diverse speech corpus of two-person conversations; it al-
lowed us to train machine learning algorithms for reliable 5-level classification of the
sociometrics with speech cues as input features.

The combined metrics for speech mannerisms and social behavior provide a clear
picture of human behavior in dialogs. For instance, high volume, high dominance cou-
pled with low agreement level may suggest that the participant is upset and behaving
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Behavior Low Slightly Low Normal Slightly High High Classified as

Interest

32 (91%) 7 (9%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) Low
3 (9%) 60 (80%) 7 (7%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) Slightly Low
0 (0%) 8 (11%) 88(87%) 6 (13%) 0 (0%) Normal
0 (0%) 0 (0%) 6 (6%) 36 (80%) 6 (14%) Slightly High
0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 3 (7%) 38 (86%) High
0.27 0.45 0.36 0.45 0.37 RMSE

Agreement

22 (78%) 3 (5%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) Low
5 (18%) 49 (82%) 10 (11%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) Slightly Low
1 (4%) 8 (13%) 74 (79%) 4 (7%) 2 (3%) Normal
0 (0%) 0 (0%) 9 (10%) 45 (79%) 5 (8%) Slightly High
0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 8 (14%) 55 (89%) High
0.38 0.46 0.45 0.43 0.50 RMSE

Dominance

45 (93%) 3 (4%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) Low
3 (7%) 67 (84%) 4 (5%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) Slightly Low
0 (0%) 10 (12%) 74 (87%) 6 (13%) 0 (0%) Normal
0 (0%) 0 (0%) 7 (8%) 39 (81%) 4 (10%) Slightly High
0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 3 (6%) 35 (90%) High
0.25 0.40 0.36 0.44 0.32 RMSE

Table 7. Confusion matrix for level of interest, agreement, and dominance.

aggressively. Similarly, low volume, low interest and low dominance may suggest that
the participant is bored. More research is required to interpret the interplay between the
three sociometrics.

Although preliminary, the results are encouraging: the sociometrics can be com-
puted fast and reliably, enabling real-time sociofeedback. In current work, we are ex-
ploring applications of sociofeedback. In the future, we will include video recordings
in conjunction with audio recordings. Our current speech corpus contains 150 conver-
sations only. We intend to collect a much larger, diverse dataset, in order to generalize
the findings. Also, the current work is limited to two-person face-to-face dialogs. In the
future, we will scale the system to multi-party dialogs. The ultimate aim in this line of
research is to develop template-based sociofeedback system for various types of social
interactions, e.g., interviews, coaching sessions, group discussions.
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